
"This year is an opportunity to explore

our role as a valued resource in our

community. As a team, we are

excited to provide industry trends

and product highlights!"

Mare Reh, 

Managing Director of A+D

20

400+

dancker employees
attending Neocon

leading + emergent
companies to explore

Our goal is to provide our community with the

knowledge they need to be better supported. This year,

dancker has taken a team approach to defining trends

and highlighting products. 

Mizetto Lumber

Steelcase Materials



With warm tones taking over the Mart this year,

the 70's are making their return. From burnt

oranges, deep mustards, to fluted woods and

leather table bases, this years materials are lux. 

Materiality

Greenmood Velvet Leaf

Andreu World Reverse

Davis Vida



Steelcase Materials



Curved lines and soft edges ruled this year. With

the need for power to be more convenient but

concealed, manufacturers found new ways to be

creative with wire management. Flexibility is still

important but now has a more polished look.

Form + Function

DIRTT Curved Glass Wallr

Hightower

Schiavello Agile



Moooi Serpentine

Andreu World Bolete Lounge

Schiavello Climate Workstation System



With a push to fully embrace sustainability, this

years focus on carbon impact, wellness, and

bettering the world around, is more important

than ever. The details involved in making furniture

better for our environment matters.

Sustainability
BlockO Six Acoustics 

Andreu World Tamara Table

Steelcase Seating



Narbutas Planter

Wolf-Gorldon Gather Acoustical



Our world is infused with different hues, tones, and

intensities that influence us. Color is vital to the

human experience, and to place. Warmer

neutrals evoke feelings of comfort. From Pedrali's

oval fluted wood table to Extremis' Kosmos sofa in

sage, we saw these warm tones all over the Mart. 

Color Works

Mare Reh, 

Managing Director of A+D 

Favorite Product: Extremis Amai  

Extremis Amai

Favorite Moments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mare-reh-81363a22/


Colors, shapes, and patterns that incorporate

design principles around natural and outdoor

elements can subliminally help to create a greater

sense of wellbeing. This impacts the colors we're

drawn to, but also the finishes we prefer. Andreu

World's Bolete Lounge BIO made a lasting impact

at Neocon and beyond.

Curves For Days

Andreu World Bolete Lounge

Favorite Moments

Nancy Paul, Ancillary Specialist

Favorite Product: Andreu World

Bolete Lounge 



DIRTT is changing the way spaces are built by

simplifying the process, delivering a multi-trade

solution, and easily integrating power, data, and

technology. Their process allows clients to create a

sustainable space to support a variety of work

styles, faster and cleaner, with exacting precision.

Rethinking

Construction

DIRTT Timber

Kurt Weiss, VP of Sales, GSA

Favorite Product: DIRTT Timber

Favorite Moments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kurt-weiss-341a0312/


Integrated tech is much more than simply having

video conferencing capabilities on a laptop or

smartphone.  DIRTT's technology driven approach

to manufactured construction allows clients to

build smarter by managing design quality, cost

controls, and schedule certainty.

Modular

Meets Tech

DIRTT Curved Glass Wall

Jordan Arrington, Designer

Favorite Product: DIRTT Curved Glass Wall

Favorite Moments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordan-arrington-496407123/


Successful hybrid collaboration requires thinking
like a movie director as much as a set designer.
Lights, camera, audio, content. Where should
cameras be mounted for the most natural eye-to-
eye contact? How many speakers and
microphones do you need? Where can cords be
nested to make them easy to access but still keep
them out of the way?

Connecting 

the Dots

Halcon Optic Table

Olivia Ribiero, Senior Workplace Strategist

Favorite Product: Halcon Optic Table

Favorite Moments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/olivia-ribeiro-bb158726/


Steelcase Insights reveals that Gen Z's top

concerns of wellbeing, health, and sustainability

will have an overriding influence on workplace

aesthetics for years to come. 

A Responsible

Future

Spacestor Residence Work Pod 

Laura Harrington,  Account Executive

Favorite Product: Spacestor Pod

Favorite Moments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/laura-harrington-1873a35/


Sustainability is not a trend — it's a concerted

effort and key design component. Clients want to

play a role in stewarding the environment by

creating a space with healthy material choices for

the earth. They care about how materials and

furniture are manufactured. 

Sustainable Design

Narbutas Parthos 

Valerie Santanasto, VP NJ Sales 

Favorite Product: Narbutas Parthos

Favorite Moments

https://www.linkedin.com/in/valeriesantanasto/

